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I. Introduction 

It is axiomatic that unpatentability cannot be found where the Petition fails 

to explain how the prior art, alone or combined, reads on to and discloses each and 

every limitation of the challenged claims. The instant Petition fails at that crucial 

level. The Petition never identifies a specific “first asymmetric data encoder” that 

is “configured to” compress faster than a “second asymmetric data encoder.” And 

Petitioner’s expert, Dr. Storer, was unable to provide any further detail under 

cross-examination. Rather than identify any “first encoder” that would be 

“configured” to be faster than any “second encoder,” Dr. Storer merely stated that 

any encoder could constitute the “first” or “second” encoders. Infra at IV. That 

assumes that the claim simply requires two encoders, whereas in fact the claim 

requires one encoder that is “configured to” compress faster than a second encoder. 

Infra at IV-V. Indeed, the Petition simply attempts to read “configured to” out of 

the claim—contravening numerous Federal Circuit precedents. And by stating that 

either of Imai’s encoders could compress at a faster rate than the other one, the 

Petition actually concedes than Imai cannot meet Claim 1: to admit that either 

encoder could be faster is to admit that neither encoder is configured to be faster 

than the other. Ex. 2002 ¶61. 

Moreover, the Petition entirely fails to recognize—and address—the distinct 

requirements of independent Claim 20 and its dependents, which require 
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